
jority of instances there is not, the slightest scrofulous
element about the case. The trouble is that the orig-
inal injury is usually of such a trifling nature that it is
allowed to pass almost unheeded, and the patient goes
about his ordinary business without thinking it worth
while to do anything for it. If this man had had his
hand almost half cut off, he would have been all right
long ago, because he would have gone at once to a

surgeon and had it properly attended to ; but the seem-
ing " Hibernianism," that " the less you are hurt the
worse it is for you," often comes true in point of fact,
on account of the time that is lost and the suffering
that is endured before one finally recovers from the
effects of an injury trivial in itself. The principles
here laid down are applicable to all diseases of the
joints. Only get a correct comprehension of the pa-
thology in any case that may come under your care,
and then, and then only, will you be able to treat it to
advantage.
But now as to the treatment to be adopted here.

The muscles and tendons may have remained so long
contracted in this case that they have become contract-
ured, as it is called, or, in other words, structurally
shortened. Such a marked deformity cannot be re-
duced in a moment, aud in treating it the important
question first comes up, Can the contraction of the
muscles and tendons be overcome by gradual traction,
or will it be necessary to cut any of them ? On mak-
ing joint-pressure here while the muscles are on the
stretch, I find that no reflex contractions are produced
by it, and this at once convinces me that with the aid
of'gradual traction, maintained for a sufficient length of
time, they can be fully restored to their original po-
sition ; whereas, if reflex contractions had thus been
caused, such gradual traction would have been of no
service whatever, aud we should have been obliged to
use the knife. What we have to do, then, is to main-
tain extension and counter-extension, and at the same
time keep the parts perfectly at rest. This can be
most easily done by means of a piece of sole-leather
about the width of half the circumference of the limb,
and sufficiently long to reach from the upper part of
the fore-arm to the extremities of the fingers, molded
to the surface, and properly secured to the limb. Hav-
ing cut the sole-leather the required shape, we dip it
in cold water, and mold it accurately to the part,
while the hand is extended in the position that over-
comes the deformity to the greatest extent, after which
we secure it by means of a roller. When the latter
has been put on we should look carefully at the cir-
culation of the finger ends, which should be left ex-
posed, and if this is at all interfered with the bandage
should immediately be taken off aud reapplied. This
dressing having now been properly adjusted, we find
that the patient is entirely free from pain. To-morrow,
when the leather splint has become perfectly hard, it
will be taken off, lined with adhesive plaster, which
should lap a couple of inches or more, aud then bound
again to the limb (extended as before), with the plaster
against the fore-arm.
In this way permanent extension and counter-ex-

tension will be maintained, and the diseased surfaces of
the joint consequently kept from coming in contact
with each other. In a few days later, when the de-
formity has become to a certain extent reduced, the
splint can be taken off and remolded to the part ; and
this can be repeated as often as necessary, until a cure
has been effected.

Original Articles.
THE COMMITMENT AND CERTIFICATION OF

THE INSANE.
BY THEO. W. FISHER, M. D. HARV.

A tear has passed since the Board of Health, Lu-
nacy, and Charity was established, and the new law
relating to the commitment of the insane enacted.
Some comments and suggestions relating to the opera-
tion of these measures may not be premature at the
present time. There had been for several years a cer-
tain pressure in favor of a lunacy commission to which
should be given the functions of the old Board of State
Charities, relating to lunacy, with such new powers as
might seem desirable. There had also been in 1878
a legislative attempt to consolidate the management of
the state institutions of all kinds under one central
board, for convenience and economy. In 1879 the po-
litical pressure for economical administration was great,
and any measure likely to result in a saving of ex-
pense was welcome in the legislature.

1 am assured, however, that the union of the Board
of Charities and the Board of Health with new func-
tions relating to lunacy was advocated by Governor
Talbot on purely administrative grounds, without any
reference whatever to politics. It was believed that
the Board of Health had accomplished a good work inthe community at large in our own State, and an im-
portant missionary work in other States, and that it
might now be properly called on to attend to the health
interests of the state institutions. It was thought de-
sirable that affairs relating to public health and public
charities which run so nearly parallel, should be under
the supervision of a single board, thus avoiding com-
plications and possible conflict of authority. A sepa-
rate commission of lunacy could also be avoided by
giving this board the supervision of the insane. The
result was our tripartite Board of Health, Lunacy, and
Chanty.
Many physicians, who had been proud of the good

work achieved by our State Board of Health, regret-
ted the loss of identity which seemed to result from
its immersion in the new board. They also shared
the fears of Dr. Bowditch in respect to its future use-
fulness. It is necessary, however, to accept this con-
solidation as an accomplished fact, and make the best
of it. Time will prove or disprove the wisdom of the
change. Meanwhile, the new board should have the
cordial support of all physicians who desire to promote
social and sanitary reform. If a separate or supple-
mentary health report be annually issued, it will stand
as evidence of the comparative independence and effi-
ciency of the health department.
Of the composition of the board I should not speak,

except for the petition recently circulated to appoint
one or more women in the place of two members of
the lunacy department, whose terms soon expire. The
functions of this department particularly should be ex-
ercised in the most purely judicial manner, and it
should have the unquestioning confidence of the whole
community and of the managers of our insane asylums
also. It should no more be suspected of a hyper-
critical or hostile attitude towards asylums than of
undue partiality towards them. Its action should al-
ways be based on the longest experience and most
scientific information obtainable. If extremists are to
be considered eligible to appointment, opposites should
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be chosen, the most conservative as well as the most
radical. I would willingly see a woman of the right
sort appointed, and would also like to see upon the
board some ex-superintendent who has made a life-
long study of insanity from the inside.
The general powers in relation to the insane given

the new board are contained in the Acts of 1879,
Chapter 291, Section 5, and are as follows :

—" Said board shall act as commissioners of lunacy,
with power to investigate the question of the insanity
and condition of any person committed to any lunatic
hospital, public or private, or restrained of his liberty
by reason of alleged insanity at any place within this
commonwealth, and shall discharge any person so com-
mitted or restrained if, in their opinion, such person is
not insane, or can be cared for after such discharge
without danger to others and with benefit to such per-
son. And the members of said board, in person or by
agents, shall visit and inspect every private asylum or
receptacle for the insane within the commonwealth at
least once in every six months."
Under this authority it is to be presumed that in

the present full condition of all the state hospitals the
policy of removing proper cases to town and state
almshouses, or of discharging them to friends, will be
frequently exercised. Every physician should there-
fore carefully consider before certifying in any case of
lunacy whether a hospital is, under all the circum-
stances, the best and only proper place for the patient.
His action, if the patient is committed, will be subject
to examination by the board or its agent, and possibly
to revision by a discharge to friends or transfer to an
almshouse. While hospitals remain uncrowded it is
desirable to care for as many harmless chronic insane
as their accommodations will allow, but this class
ought not to be permitted to crowd out cases more

urgently demanding treatment and custody.
The new law in relation to the commitment of the

insane remains, at the close of another legislative ses-

sion, unaltered. It was the product, in part, of a pop-
ular demand, not entirely spontaneous, and based on

exaggerated fears and unreasonable prejudices. It
should, however, be considered impartially, and judged
by its practical working. In Suffolk County the law
has, I believe, been carried out fa thfully, aud even strin-
gently in most of its provisions. The presence of the
insane person in court has usually been required, aud
some judges have visited the patient out of court when
his condition demanded it. The instances in which
the personal appearance of the patient has been dis-
pensed with, and reasons therefor given by the judge,
have, in my experience, been very few. Great phys-
ical debility, with extreme excitement, in an undoubted
case of insanity, has furnished the usual excuse. In a

large number of cases the patient is willing to go to
the hospital, but if able he is expected to come into
court and tell the judge so. I remember one lady
who considered the hospital a second home, and, hav-
ing taken up her residence there, sent a polite request
to the judge to be excused from attendance, which was
granted.
I am not aware that the new law has diminished

the number of commitments, or has proved much of a
safeguard against fraud or improper certification. It
was framed to meet an imaginary evil, aud to guard
agaiust danger almost wholly chimerical. The result
has been to put patients, their friends and physicians,
to considerable trouble aud annoyance without other

adequate compensation than the satisfaction of popular
clamor, and in this direction the result does seem to
have been satisfactory so far. In certain cases the
effect on the patient of appearing in court has been
disturbing, and iu some degree, no doubt, harmful.
Melancholy patients, believing they have done some
great wrong or committed some enormous crime, and,
full of apprehensions of impending evil, are very apt
to think the judicial process of commitment relates to
their punishment. It confirms their delusions, strength-
ens their apprehensions, and sends them to the hospi-
tal under the burden of an imaginary sentence of death.
Occasionally a patient falls on her knees in court in
prayer, or piteously begs for mercy. The exhibition
of these aud other deplorable insane conditions even
before the few attendants in a probate court room is
sometimes a painful one. The English law does not
require the patient's presence in court.
It should be observed that this feature tends to ren-

der the admission to hospital of certain cases difficult
until the disease has reached a stage of chronicity iu
which treatment is of little avail. Patients and their
friends shrink from this additional publicity, and fear
an aggravation of the disease instead of its removal.Some cases of undoubted insanity, of the emotional or
moral type,

—

dangerous, it may be, and at least very
destructive of family and public peace,

—

are likely to berefused commitment, because the judge cannot discover
the insanity. Such patients are more likely hereafter
to go on to the commission of some act, for which
they may be punished, or which requires an elaborate
defense on the ground of insanity. Insane drunkards
are allowed full swing, under the new law, unless they
consent to their own confinement. The State should at
least legislate upon this last rather frequent form of
insanity.
The whole tendency of recent legislation and of

lunacy reform, as known to the public, is to remove the
insane person from family and medical control, and
place him in the hands of the law. The physician's
opinion of insanity must be supported by such facts as
would satisfy a non-professional observer that the per-
son was insane. The judge must be able to discover
the insanity, either in the evidence or the patient's con-
dition. Any lawyer may vi.-it his insane client by
order of the judge who committed him. No physician
connected with any iusaue asylum, however expe-
rienced, can certify in any case of insanity, although
his testimony as an expert will be taken in court. His
opinion may determine the disposal of an estate, and
the life ot an insane homicide is often in his hands, but
he cannot certify a demented patient from his own hos-
pital into another. He really stands as family physi-
cian to many of his patients, but he cannot certify in
any obscure case, although his testimony may be abso-
lutely necessary to its proper disposal. In consequence
of a law passed last winter the same discrimination
holds in the matter of fees. The physician, whose rep-
utation is at stake and whose practice may suffer
through an error, who takes the chief risk of suits, in
revenge or on speculation, who perhaps has visited the
lunatic under circumstances of great personal risk, aud
without whose certificate no action can be inaugurated
and no arrest made, gets two dollars and mileage. The
justice, who sits in his chair and devotes five minutes to
the case, gets three dollars, and a dollar extra if he
visits the patient.
Aside from the absurdly inadequate fee, and the in-
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ci eased trouble of getting the patient and all his friends
into court at a time convenient to him, the physician
ought, on stme accounts, to be pleased with the new
law. It is a great protection, though not a perfect safe-
guard, against suits for false certification, fraud, and
conspiracy, to bring the patient into court and let him
have his hearing once for all. It also divides the re-

sponsibility to have his friends appear with him. There
is less chance that some impecunious and unscrupulous
lawyer will conspire with the discharged but still ir-
responsible lunatic to put respectable physicians on
their defense for fraud and perjui»y " on speculation."In many cases also it is a benefit to the patient to feel
that he is judicially committed to an asylum, and that
he need not waste valuable time in trying to pet out,
when he should be trying to get well. Superintend-
ents are not so likely to be importuned for immediate
discbarge on the ground of hasty and unjust commit-
ment.
The feature of the law requiring the physician to be a

graduate of some legally organized medical college is
of course a good one. The other requirement, that the
certifying physicians shall specify the facts on which
their opinion is founded, is, I fear, not generally under-
stood. Many physicians, to my knowledge, still seem
to consider the opinion that the patient is insane and a
fit subject for hospital treatment as the important part
of their certificate. They answer the questions attached
to the Suffolk County blanks at least in a brief way,
or not at all, and do not attempt to give the facts on
which their opinion is based. One certificate, recently,
contained only such information as could be derived
from the single word " violent." It must be borne in
mind that the physician is no longer the judge of the
patient's insanity. He must so fortify his opinion with
facts that the judge or justice shall be able to infer the
existence of insanity. Unless this is done his certifi-
cate is not legal in form or substance.
Physicians should also remember that all their certifi-

cates now pass a critical examination, by order of the
Board of Health, Lunacy, and Charity. Under Eng-
lish law, if not in accordance with the law, their certi-
ficates are returned to them for correction. Mr. F. B.
Sanborn, inspector of charities, is charged with this
duty, and he informs me that large numbers of certifi-
cates are wanting in the necessary specification of facts.
It should be a matter of professional pride, as well as
of obedience to law to make such a statement in every
case as will justify the physician's opinion. This will
be done when its necessity is generally understood.
Certification in cases of persons arrested by the police,
or otherwise brought to the notice of the proper au-
thorities for summary disposal, is sometimes difficult.
There may be entire lack of information, except what
can be gathered from a stupid, demented, intoxicated,
delirious, or incoherent person himself, and little time
to obtain it. But this excuse will seldom apply to the
certificates of physicians, who see patients iu their
homes, where delay is possible and all the facts are at
hand.
Facts of hearsay as well as of observation may be

given in the certificate, but they should be carefully
distinguished. The two physicians should also specify
any facts they may have separately observed. For in-
stance, the one most familiar with the case may say,
" Dr. A. observed," etc., and " was informed by the
patient's wife that he," etc. Dr. B., if his information is
identical, can say so over his own initials or signature.

If not, he can add his facts in the same manner as Dr.
A. The questions on some certificate blanks may be
answered thus indirectly, and not in a categorical man-
ner, as they are also answered on the statement re-
quired by law.It requires some knowledge of insanity and some

experience in certifying to make a perfectly correct
certificate, with nothing superfluous, and complete in
all respects. Any physician, however, who has come
to the conclusion that a person is insane ought to beable to state clearly the facts which led him to this
opinion. A careful setting forth of his reasons in thecertificate will not only give clearness to his own ideas
on the subject, but will preveut hasty action in doubt-
ful or obscure cases. Although the English law differssomewhat from ours in its requirements, Dr. Brush-
field's recent article On Medical Certifie ates of Insan-
ity ' will prove a useful guide to those desirous of per-
fecting themselves in the art of certificate-making.Our law does not particularize as to the form of the
medical portion of the certificate, and makes no dis-
tinction between public and private patients. The
English law requires but one certificate in the case of
paupers, and most of the restrictions and safeguards
seem to apply especially to private patients.
Dr. Brushfield considers the certificate as containing

two distinct parts,— the statutory and the medical.
In the case of private patients the two physicians
must separately examine the patient and form an opin-
ion, each independently of the other. Their certifi-
cates must be on separate sheets of paper, and neither
must see that of the other or know its contents. The
statement as to medical qualifications must be full,
showing that the medical man is a licensed practition-
er, and that he is in actual practice. The time and
place of examination must be designated. It shouldbe noted that in neither the English certificate nor
ours is it necessary to state that the patient is danger-
ous. The words " and is a proper person to be taken
charge of aud detained under care and treatment" are
equivalent to " is a proper subject for treatment in an
insane hospital" of our certificate. This point should
be insisted on, as lawyers and judges in some cases
with us seem to think the element of danger the only
important one in disputed cases. In the case of Not-
tidge v. Ripley the judge appeared to be of opin-
ion that no insane person not dangerous to himself or
others ought to be confined in an asylum. The Eng-
lish commissioners of lunacy, in reference to this case,
wrote to the lord chancellor as follows : " The object
of these acts is not, as your lordship is aware, so much
to confine lunatics as to restore to a healthy state of
mind such of them as are curable, and to afford com-
fort and protection to the rest.2
This opinion should be our guide in certifying, sincethe difficulty of ascertaining dangerous proclivities is

great, and their detection may require prolonged obser-
vation. It is not necessary to wait till a patient has
committed some violent act before certifying, as thenon-existence of dangerous symptoms is not a reason
against removal to an asylum, whether the patient is
private or public. The patient, under English law,
must go to an asylum within seven days of his exam-
ination by the physicians. With us this is discretionary
with the judge. Our certificates must have been
made within five days of the examination. The hear-

1 London Lancet, April 24th, May 1st and 8tb, et seq.2 Jurisprudence of Insanity, Brown, page 30.
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ing is usually within a day or two, and the patient is
sent to the asylum at once. Now and then a delay of
a day or two unavoidably occurs. One other require-
ment, that the patient must not be examined in the
asylum where he is to remain, is occasionally disre-
garded with us.
Dr. Brushfield thinks the greatest modern improve-

ment in the lunacy law is that portion which requires
physicians to state the reasons or " grounds " for their
opinion that a person is insane in detail. It is no
doubt a great improvement, but here physicians con-
versant with insanity always have stated their reasons
more or less in detail, and supposed they were testify-
ing to them under oath. It is well to have the law
made clear on this point, and the practice should con-
form to it. Under the old law it was my aim in certi-
fying to present as clear an idea of the form of insan-
ity in each case as possible, under the headings of
cause, duration, previous attacks, disposition, habits in
regard to temperance, etc. This is now superfluous,
or at least subordinate to the presentation of facts
proving the insanity. These may by some ingenuity still
be arranged so as to show that the physician knows
what form of mental disease he is observing, but he
must at any rate show by bis facts that the party is
insane. He is still supposed to give a medical opinion,
but if his facts do not justify his opinion in the mind
of a non-professional justice it will be without weight.
I am not sure of the advantages of some other re-

quirements of the English law : that, for instance, con-
fining the physician, however familiar with the case,
to a statement of facts observed on some particular
day, to the exclusion of all others, and that forbidding
consultation between the certifying physicians. Why
should the medical man about to certify be deprived of
the experience of the family physician in forming his
opinion ? To be of any value it should be based on
all Ihe facts of the case obtainable, and not on the
chance developments of an hour's examination. Why
not set up some legal test of honesty and capacity, and
then let physicians consult as in case of any other dis-
ease ? Public examiners who could be trusted might
better be appointed than to hamper the physician in
search for the truth with too many restrictions. The
English law seems designed to hold in check a set of
medical villains who are desperately conspiring for
money to put sane people into the licensed houses of
other base physicians for their pecuniary profit.
The provision that no asylum superintendent shall

certify a patient into his own hospital is so eminently
proper, and the act so little likely to occur, as hardly
to require legislation. Our legislature has, how-
ever, gone a step beyond this feature of the Eng-lish law, and forbids an asylum physician to certify a
patient into any hospital. He may neither be pecuni-
arily interested iu his own nor any other asylum, buthe is not to be trusted. The reason for this provision
in our law was not, I believe, pecuniary. It was said
that persons of long hospital experience with the in-
sane knew too much about insanity, and could easily
snap up a demented legislator or a crazy lobbyist, and
consign him or her to the Bastile at Somerville ! This
would be laughable if it were not insulting to a body
of as intelligent and trustworthy servants of the State
as any to be found in our legislative halls.
This English legislation, which we have in part cop-

ied, grew out of a state of things never existing here.
Until recently no private asylums were to be found

here, and there is no probability that the small houses
for private patients kept by physicians for their own
profit will ever become so numerous as to require
a special method of certification. Our law has the
good feature of treating rich and poor alike. The
safeguards against improper commitments protect one
class as much as the other. In England a single cer-
tificate only is required in case of a pauper. If he be
in an almshouse the certificate of the medical officer
and an order from a justice, a relieving officer, or an
officiating clergyman is sufficient.1
Upon the medical portion of the certificate Dr.

Brushfield remarks that the physician should alwaysbear in mind that he may have to defend his certificate
in court. If the symptoms on the day of examina-tion are obscure he must not certify, no matter how
dangerous to himself or others the lunatic may have
been. In epileptic mania, homicidal impulse, or sui-
cidal mania the symptoms are very likely to be in
abeyance at the time of examination; but the friends
must be warned and the certificate refused, however
strong the hearsay evidence may be.
All the chief symptoms should be detailed briefly,without comment or repetition. Statements repre-

sented as delusions which might by any possibility be
true should be carefully investigated. Dr. Brushfield
relates the case of an engineer whose claim of havingmade plans for tunneling the English Channel was
supposed to he a delusion, but proved true. I remem-
ber a sea-captain who died of general paralysis, andwho claimed to have discovered an island of solid gu-
ano in the Pacific Ocean, which was named after him.
This supposed hallucination proved true. I also recent-
ly met with a physician who was willing to certify that
a discharged lunatic was still insane, because he still
claimed to own a silver mine and to have had in his
pocket specimens of the ore, which claims were true.
Such physical conditions as blindness, deafness, pa-ralysis, malformations, or loss of teeth, causing de-

fects of speech, infirmities of temper, peculiarities of
gesture, eccentricities in conduct, may sometimes make
a person seem at first sight insane or demented, and
should be allowed for. Change in habit, conversation,
affection, disposition, dress, or conduct is more impor-
tant than peculiarity. Coarse and violent language
may indicate insanity in a person of refinement, but
not in one of less culture. Care should be taken to
use proper terms in describing these symptoms. Man-
ner, for instance, is not incoherent, nor conversation
illusive. The great difficulty for most physicians in
certifying is due to imperfect knowledge of insanityand doubt as to which are the chief symptoms in a

given case. Insanity is protean, and no two cases are
exactly alike. The peculiarities of each case should
be carefully described.
Dr. Brushfield would have the patient's appearance,

speech, and conduct observed and described iu then-
order. The attitude and movements as well as facial
expression should be described. Occasionally obdurate
silence on the part of the patient is an obstacle to cer-
tification. This may occur from simple inability, as in
fright or shock, but is willful in most cases. Conver-
sation may fail in general inertuess, in fatuity, hysteria,melancholia, or from perversity. Try to ascertain the
cause, and state it as hearsay if necessary. It has al-
ways been my habit to tell such patients that then-
silence may result in sending them to an asylum, or to

1 Bucknill and Tuke, 4th edition, page 7.
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ask them if they have any objectious to going to an

asylum.
Delusion is the chief symptom in most cases of in-

sanity, and is accepted as conclusive evidence in courts.Some judges have ruled that without it there is no

insanity, which is not in accordance with medical ex-
perience. False belief, not arising in cerebro-mental
diseases, is of course no proof of insanity ; but false
beliefs are sometimes contagious, and may produce
actual insanity. Hallucination and illusion should be
described if they exist. I am aware that physicians
often neglect to state the fact of " false hearing," which
is an extremely common and a dangerous symptom,
sometimes because they do not recognize it as the trueexplanation of the patient's conduct. Evanescent,
extravagant statements, such as general paralytics
make, are not properly delusions, as they are not fixed,
but are of the nature of delirium. Incoherence is a
frequent symptom, and should be carefully observed
and noted. It may extend to words, or be limited to
a confusion of ideas. It is found in acute mania from
a too rapid flow of ideas, and in dementia from loss of
control and failure of the thinking powers. Defects
of memory are also important and common.
It is not neces>ary to follow Dr. Brushfield's analy-

sis further. He treats at some length of the method of
describing the various symptoms in insanity, and gives
many examples of errors in certification. He refers
to Dr. Millar's book 1 for further information. I have
thus called the attention of the profession in Massa-
chusetts to the present requirements of our law, and
have no doubt model certificates in all cases will be
the result. It may be said that we are not under
English law, and that if the certificate, with the oral
testimony of the physicians and the patient's friends,
and the presence of the patient himself satisfy the
committing magistrate it is enough. I still think that
a fair interpretation of the words " and he shall specify
the facts on which his opinions are founded " require
that the physician shall state facts enough to justifyhis opinion, to his own mind at least.

1 Hints on Insanity, 2d edition.

THE LEATHER JACKET IN THE TREATMENT
OF SPINAL CURVATURE.

BY C. T. HUNTER, M. D.,
Demonstrator of Surgery in the University of Pennsylvania.

During the summer of 1878, while on duty in the
surgical wards of the Pennsylvania Hospital, I had two
cases of ununited fracture of the leg under my charge,which I treated successfully by means of leather splints.The use of this splint was suggested to me by ProfessorAgnew, who had tried it in similar cases. The leather
used was the ordinary sole-leather, which was cut of a
size sufficient to envelop the foot and leg; it was soft-ened in water, then applied to the limb, and secured by
a bandage. As soon as it had become dry it was re-
moved, both surfaces varnished, several perforationsmade in it for the purpose of ventilation, aud the edgesprovided with shoe-hooks. Thus prepared, it was re-
applied to the leg, protected by a stocking, and laced
up like a shoe, when the patient was permitted to move
about on his feet with the aid of crutches.
Soon afterwards I was called in consultation in the

case of a young girl, aged twelve, who was supposed to
have anterior-posterior curvature of the spine. A care-

ful examination of her back revealed a slight promi-
nence in the mid-lumbar region. As the disease ap-peared to have made but little progress, it. occurred
to me that this case would be a suitable one for the
use of the sole-leather jacket, prepared as the splintshad been which I had previously used for ununited
fracture of the leg. To obviate the necessity of fittingthe sole-leather on the patient, it was essential that Ishould first get a cast of her body. To do this I ap-plied a plaster-of-Paris bandage in the usual way,and this, after fifteen or twenty minutes, was removedby cutting it down the front. This plaster jacket was
sent to our instrument-maker, Mr. Gemrig, who had a
cast made from it that corresponded exactly to the
body of the patient. On the plaster cast the sole-
leather was fashioned, which, when dry, was preparedin the same way as the splint, described above. To
prevent excoriation of the integuments covering thefolds of the axilhe, the upper margin of the jacket was
cut out on each side and faced with hnnkaltin. Thna

fitted, the jacket was applied to
our patient August 22d, 1878,and without further alteration
was worn by her for a consider-able time, with entire relief of
the symptoms consequent uponthe disease of the vertebra;.
Since then this jacket or corset
has been extensively used byProfessor Agnew in his prac-tice, and by myself in a propor-tionate extent in my own, with:he greatest satisfaction. When
the disease is situated iu the
jpper dorsal or cervical region,ind it is found necessary to sup-
lort the head, Professor Sayre's'jury-mast" can be easily at-
;ached to the back of the leather
iplint. In order to make the
acket a little more finished in
ippearance, Mr. Gemrig covers
ts entire surface with a flesh-
:olored enamel similar to that

used for the same purpose by manufacturers of artifi-
cial limbs. At first, these corsets were lined with
buckskin or light flannel; but this was found to be su-
perfluous, and added somewhat to the weight of thejacket, because a woolen or cotton under-shirt worn bythe patient fulfilled the purposes of a lining.I do not insist upon the superiority of the leather
jacket over the plaster-of-Paris or the silicate-of-sodium
corset in all cases of spinal curvature. It is, however,
specially advantageous in cases of Pott's disease that
are convalescing, and likewise in those of lateral curv-
ature in the early stage, before there is any great
amount of lateral deviation of the spine from the per-pendicular. In all instances in which a continuous
bandage is not specially indicated, the leather jacket is
manifestly the be~t in use. It is fully as firm as the
pliister-of-Paris corset, and is not open to the annoy-
ance that frequently arises from plaster which crum-
bles off and works in between the jacket and the skin
of the patient ; it is lighter and stronger than the sil-icate-of-sodium jacket, and is far more durable than
either. For the attachment of a head-piece or "jury-mast," I am convinced that the leather jacket far sur-
passes every other jacket or brace in use.1 Hints on Insanity, 2d edition.
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